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Internet of All of the Things. 
Nov. 21, 2014- Recently there have been many articles discussing Internet of Things and these 
articles have been written by people who know a lot about the subject. Caution- I am not one of 
these people. However, in my efforts to use this blog as a learning tool for myself, I did some 
research into what Internet of Things is and what it could possibly mean for future products, 
services, and general way of life. This is the conversation I had with myself: 

What is it? 
“The Internet of Things (IoT) is the interconnection of uniquely identifiable embedded computing devices within 
the existing Internet infrastructure.” – Wikipedia (1)

Okay, but what is it? 
It is a proposed development of the Internet in which everyday objects can connect to the internet, allowing them 
to communicate by sending and receiving information.

Why should I care? 

The IoT is connecting new places–such as manufacturing floors, energy grids, healthcare facilities, and trans-
portation systems–to the Internet. When an object can represent itself digitally, it can be controlled from 
anywhere. This connectivity means more data, gathered from more places, with more ways to increase 
efficiency and improve safety and security. (2) It means serious improvements to efficiency, will change the 
way we work, and as a result it represents a massive market! 

Cool! How big of a deal is this?
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Asset Utilization ($2.5 Trillion)

Employee Productivity ($2.5 Trillion)

Supply Chain and Logistics ($2.7 Trillion)

Customer Experience ($3.7 Trillion)

Innovation ($3.0 Trillion)

It’s a pretty big deal! Cisco Systems estimate that Internet of Everything creates $14.4 Trillion in Value at Stake 
between 2013 and 2022. More specifically, it will improve the following areas in big ways (3):  
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